The Two Palm Trees Villa : Overlooking the Bay of Cala Francese Details
PID : 33460
Price : 364 USD
Bedrooms : 4
Sleeps : 8
Baths : 2
Country : Italy
Region : Sicily
Town : Lampedusa

Description
The house called "The two palm trees overlooking the bay of Cala Francese, one of the most
beautiful and tranquil island of Lampedusa, Pelagie Islands. The garden is on the beach which
makes it unique. The house is furnished in a simple and elegant style and is on two floors. The
villa sleeps 8. The two ground floor rooms have single beds and doors / windows overlooking the
garden.
The bathroom is large and comfortable with shower. Both are equipped with ceiling fans. The other
two bedrooms are upstairs and have double beds. Both have the doors / windows to the terrace
which is covered by a thatched roof.The bathroom is large and comfortable with bath and shower.
One of the rooms has a ceiling fan. The living room is spacious and comfortable, but the summer
life takes place mostly outside where there are two verandas. One is right in front of the kitchen
with a table for 10/12 people. The other is in front of the bedrooms with a comfortable wicker sofa
and chairs. The kitchen has everything you need, including dishwasher.
In the back of the house there is another bath with all health and a comfortable outdoor shower
with hot water. In front of the house along the driveway leading to the sea, but there is a shower of
cold water only, very convenient for quick showers during the day. Deep in my garden, just on the
edge of the beach, there is a gazebo with table and chairs where you can safely eat during the day
and at night (has electricity), or simply soak up the sun. New additional bathroom on the ground
floor exterior. "Two Palms" is set back from the bay of Cala Francese, one of the Most Beautiful
and tranquil on the island, with gardens leading directly to the beach. Ground floor: Two single
bedrooms with patio doors, bathroom, living room, kitchen. First floor: Two double bedrooms
opening onto covered terraces, bathroom. Outdoors: Furnished gazebo, warm and cold showers,
toilet.

Rental Conditions
Payment PolicyAll rates are in Euros.Payment PolicyAll rates are in Euros.Final cleaning: EUR
100.00
Security deposit 300.00RulesRates are subjected to change without prior notice.RulesRates are
subjected to change without prior notice.

Prices
Low season : 300 USD
Normal : 364 USD
High season : 364.28570556641 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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